


Il faut reconnaître les mots instantanément pour libérer les ressources cognitives 
nécessaires pour que s'effectuent d'autres processus de haut niveau (la 
compréhension) 

















Tâche de Stroop – Le participant doit nommer la couleur de l’encre du stimulus (rouge), mais il est 
ralentit (ou fait une erreur) parce qu’il lit automatiquement le mot vert.    







Lien entre l’amorce et la cible peut être: othographique, phonologique, morphologique,sémantique, syntaxique 









Sereno & Rayner (1992) 



Some grey areas: 
  early orthographic processing not defined  
  very early processes are often interchangeably termed visual, 
orthographic, or visual-orthographic processes  

  significant and uncontrolled orthographic/phonological overlap  

Some questions: 
  Is there a linguistic process that is purely orthographic in nature, 

beyond visual processes, and independent of phonological 
processes?  

  If so, how does such a process operate and what are the units being 
processed?  



  Time-course of word recognition is revealed 
–  Different levels of processing operate at different times (does not 

mean they operate one after the other) 

–  French/ Fast priming + lexical decision 
 (Ferrand & Grainger, 1993; 1994) 

lont-LONG/ lonc-LONG/ tabe-LONG 

mert-MÈRE/ mair-MÈRE/ toul-MÈRE 



–  English/ Fast priming + Eye tracking 
 (Lee, Rayner & Pollastek 1999) 

  In alphabetical writing systems, phonemes are mapped onto letters – 
they are closely related (more or less depending on language) 

  This type of studies show that orthographic processing and 
phonological processing can be dissociated for a short time in early 
word processing 

beech or bench / beach  



Whole word   
level factors 

Subword   
level units 



Model adapted from Jacobs et al. (1998) 



French -  14 & 17 ms nearly  

French, English, Hebrew & 
Chinese 20 to 43 ms 

French & Chinese 43  to 80 
ms 

Orthographic priming Phonological priming 

Model adapted from Jacobs et al. (1998) 

French & 
Chinese  

50 – 100 ms 

French, English 
& Hebrew   

29 – 43ms 

Inhibition found in French study 



Different linguistic levels of information are a function of different time-
course of word processing 

From Ferrand & Grainger (1993) 



cook 

able 

COOK 

ABLE 



  Orthographic information processing was found to be independent 
from phonological information processing  

  Orthographic information processing =  different time-course than 
that of phonological information processing.  

  Studies do not control well the orthographic and phonological overlap 
in their stimuli, therefore introducing a bias in their interpretation of 
results.  

  Independent time-course of orthographic information processing is 
essential to consider when trying to define orthographic information 
processing.  

  Nature of the very early non-phonological processes is still unclear  










